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NEWS

• Risk-off flows extend at the start of the week this Monday, as investors remain cautious amid

persisting fears over a probable recession worldwide. US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen

warned of a slowdown in the US economy over the weekend but said that recession is not

inevitable.

• Worries over economic slowdown intensified after the S&P Global preliminary business PMIs

from Eurozone and Germany recorded a contraction in July. The S&P Global US services PMI

fell into contraction territory for the first time since June 2020.

• China ramped up covid mass testing in Shanghai and Tianjin, which underscored the risk that

fresh outbreaks could trigger new and economically costly lockdowns. Record number of

covid-hit Australians in hospital as Omicron surged, sapping investors’ confidence.

• Meanwhile, China issued stark private warnings to the Biden administration about a possible

trip to Taiwan in August by US House of Representatives Speaker Nancy Pelosi, the Financial

Times (FT) reported on Saturday.
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➢ The EUR/USD pair is struggling to extend the upside after a steep correction in the early

Tokyo session. On Friday, the asset witnessed a steep fall after sensing exhaustion while

sustaining above 1.0260, which dragged the major swiftly.

➢ The US dollar returns to the red after the early march higher, offering some support to the

main currency pair. Worries over a global economic slowdown sapped investors’ confidence

and fueled risk-off flows in the opening trades of the week, which helped the safe-haven buck

recover ground from over two-week lows reached against its main competitors on Friday.

➢ For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of 1.0260, which will send the pair to

June 15 low around 1.0360. On the contrary, bears can take control if the major plunge below

the support of 1.0180. This will drive the pair towards July 08 low of 1.007.
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➢ The GBP/USD pair is under pressure during early Monday as the US dollar picks up a bid to

start the week. The cable has shifted into a correction phase after hitting a high of 1.2064 on

Friday.

➢ On the UK front, the pound bulls weakened after the release of the downbeat Retail Sales

data. The economic data landed at -5.8% lower than the consensus of -5.3% and the prior

release of 4.7%. It is worth noting that soaring energy bills are already pushing Retail Sales

higher.

➢ A minor pullback move towards the support of 1.1930 will be an optimal buying opportunity

for investors, which will drive the major towards the level of 1.2050. However, the resistance

of 1.1980 will act as an additional filter to the north. On the flip side, the greenback bulls

could regain control if the asset drops below 1.1930. An occurrence of the same will drag the

asset towards July 06 low at 1.1875.
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➢ The US dollar edged higher on the first day of a new week amid a modest uptick in the US

Treasury bond yields. This, in turn, offered some support to the USD/JPY pair, though a

combination of factors held back bulls from placing aggressive bets and kept a lid on any

meaningful upside.

➢ The market worries about a global economic downturn were further fueled by the disappointing

release of the flash PMI prints from the Eurozone and the US on Friday. This continued

weighing on investors' sentiment, which underpinned the safe-haven Japanese yen and capped

the USD/JPY pair.

➢ The yen pair is displaying a minor pause from 135.60 after a sheer downside move. The asset is

expected to face barricades near the psychological resistance of 137.00. Should the asset test

this resistance area, responsive sellers may attack the pair, which could drag the major towards

Friday's low around 135.60, followed by the support of 135.00.
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➢ Gold price is fluctuating between losses and gains so far this Monday, as investors remain on

a cautious footing ahead of this week’s Fed rate hike decision and the US Q2 GDP release.

Recession fears are rife after the euro area and the US preliminary S&P Global business PMIs

disappointed last Friday.

➢ The US bond markets were on a roll higher, which boosted the bullion at the expense of the

Treasury yields. Gold traders also remain unnerved, with a slew of earnings reports from the

US tech titans, such as Apple Inc. and Alphabet Inc, due on the cards.

➢ The upside movement could initially aim July 13 high of $1,745 ahead of the $1,760 level. On

the other hand, the support of $1,700 restricts immediate XAU/USD downside before

directing the bears to late 2021 low surrounding $1,678.
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➢ US stocks closed lower Friday as weak financials from Snap (SNAP) and Twitter (TWTR)

dragged down communication services and technology stocks. Utilities led the gainers while

communication services ended 4.3% lower and technology down 1.4%.

➢ The S&P 500 slid 0.93% to 3,961.64. The bears are likely to drift index lower to 3,900 and

after breaking this level they will aim 3,800. On the contrary, should the resistance of 4,000 at

the downtrend line from March 29 breaks, the index will surge to early June's low surrounding

4,070. A breach of the latter will send the S&P 500 towards the level of 4,170.

➢ Social media company stocks suffered Friday after Snap and Twitter swung to second-quarter

adjusted losses. Snap and Pinterest (PINS) stocks closed 39% and 14% lower, respectively,

while Meta Platforms (META) and Alphabet (GOOG) shares were down roughly 7.6% and

5.8%, respectively.
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